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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF FLORIDA 

 

IN RE: AMENDMENTS TO THE RULES   CASE NO. SC16 – 1470 

REGULATING THE FLORIDA BAR 4-7.12, 

4-7.13, 4-7.16, 4-7.17, 4-7.22 AND 4-7.23 

(LAWYER REFERRAL SERVICES) 

 

 

COMMENTS OF BILL WAGNER 

  

 The undersigned, Bill Wagner, a member of The Florida Bar in good 

standing (83998), in accordance with Rule-12.1 Rules Regulating the Florida Bar, 

submits these Comments on the Petition of The Florida Bar to Amend the Rules 

Regulating The Florida Bar filed herein. 

 

Scope of Comments 

 

 Appendix D filed by The Florida Bar (“The Bar”) with its Petition regarding 

lawyer referral services contains eleven (11) pages of information provided to its 

members about the proposal and one hundred and twenty-six (126) pages of 

comments received during the rules development, including comments (and 

resolutions) received from three (3) bar associations in the state, comments from 

many other lawyers, and twenty-one (21) pages of comments submitted by the 

undersigned during that process. As of this filing, there have been four (4) 

Comments filed with this Court in response to the filing of the petition. 

 

 Except for the eleven (11) pages referenced above, every other filing or 

comment in Appendix D, and each comment already filed with the Court is 

unanimous in opposition to the Amendments proposed by The Bar. This comment 

adds to that list. 

 

 It is not my intent to restate my previous comments or to comment on the 

other filings displayed in Appendix D or recently filed with the Court. The filings 

by others are all excellent and should be – and I am confident – will be carefully 

considered by the Court. I hope the Court will also favorably consider previously 

filed comments by the undersigned.  This comment will summarize what I believe 

to be the major issues before the Court in its consideration of the proposal. 
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Is it Appropriate for Non-Lawyer For-Profit Businesses 

to Solicit Clients for Florida Lawyers? 

 

 If the answer is “No” then argument about the details is wasted time.  If the 

answer is even a very reserved “maybe,” then a more careful study of the proposal 

is needed.  I suggest that the Court’s decision on this issue should be based upon 

careful consideration of the following goals: 

 

a. Protection of the Justice System 

b. Protection of clients rights when dealing with lawyers 

c. Protection of the practice of law consistent with these interests. 

 

Some History and Perspective 

 

The Justice System is protected under our Constitution and that protection is 

enforced by all three branches of government.  Under the Florida Constitution, the 

Florida Supreme Court has the authority to regulate the admission of attorneys to 

the practice of law, as well as the responsibility to discipline those lawyers who do 

not properly respect and apply their professional responsibility. The Florida 

Supreme Court created The Florida Bar to “inculcate in its members’ the principles 

of duty and service to the public, to improve the administration of justice, and to 

advance the science of jurisprudence.”  

 

The Florida Supreme Court, therefore, has jurisdiction over the legal and 

professional activities of Florida lawyers and exercises that jurisdiction by 

establishing rules governing lawyers licensed in Florida and rules regulating 

actions pending in Florida Courts.  As the practice of law has changed over the 

years, the needs of the public for legal advice and service have changed and the 

Court has reacted in each case to achieve the above goals.  

 

It is not an easy job. The Court is still faced with the problem of regulating 

“firms” when danger to the Justice system and lawyer’s clients is caused by actions 

of firms instead of individual lawyer.  It is made more complex when such firms 

have offices and headquarters located elsewhere, and the action taken elsewhere is 

contrary to Florida norms.  While Court supervision of Multistate Litigation and 

Class Action litigation attempts to regulate multistate and class action effects on 

the public, the Courts still can exercise supervision over the treatment of clients by 

regulating lawyers. 
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The problem is especially difficult when dealing with the “business” of the 

practice of law.  Most recently the Court’s Florida Commission on Access to Civil 

Justice has struggled with the problem of making the justice system, and the courts, 

available to the large number of people who frequently need to resolve legal issues, 

but cannot afford to get answers, or even help, on a legal issue from a Florida 

lawyer.   

 

The issue of Internet advertising and specialty groups further complicates 

the matter.  For many lawyers, they must determine how much it is worth to be 

represented to the public as having a specific skill or “accomplishment.”  Is it 

worth it to pay $5,000.00 to be “accepted” as a member of the “Super Dooper Best 

Boat Lawyers” association if the lawyer is assured that he will be the only lawyer 

from Dade County?  What does the Super Dooper Best Boat Lawyers association 

then advertise and represent to the unknowing public about their “members” – all 

of whom expect their $5,000.00 to produce new clients and new cases?   

 

The Florida Supreme Court has done its best to reasonably regulate these 

matters to protect the public and the justice system, but it has almost exclusively 

done so by regulating lawyers.  Unfortunately, this relies to some extent upon the 

interest the lawyer has in following the rules, and that interest is sometimes based 

upon the possibility of punishment if the rules are broken. 

 

On the subject of fees, the rules basically say the fee to be paid by the client 

should be reasonably related to the service performed.  When the issue of client 

referrals in the context of contingent fees was first faced, the Court attempted to 

solve the problem with an eye toward protecting the client.  Each lawyer involved 

in referring or handling the contingency fee client became jointly and severally 

liable for any legal malpractice; each lawyer had to agree to be available to the 

client for legal consultation; the lawyers were required to disclose the division of 

fees and work – issues about which all required disclosure to the client and his or 

her approval, in writing.   

 

Lawyer Referral Services then appeared and became a problem.  Originally 

the concerns were addressed by including regulation in the section of the rules 

governing lawyer advertising: Sub Chapter 4-7 titled “Information about Legal 

Services.”  Since the Court had no ability to regulate private businesses who were 

not actually practicing law, the approach was to prohibit lawyers from using such 

businesses if its activities, if done by lawyers, would violate the basic rules 

regulating lawyer advertising.  But, what was first a problem local to Florida is 

now expanding nationwide.  The Internet is now awash with private businesses that 
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advertise to obtain clients who are “matched” or referred to lawyers who have paid 

to be part of the advertising network.  The new, proposed rules, take that business 

model a step further and would now permit these private businesses to share in the 

fees ultimately paid by the clients that happen upon their Internet advertising site 

and are referred to its advertising members.  Most of these private businesses are 

not located in Florida or even operated by lawyers, much less Florida lawyers. 

 

Many other states have prohibited the use of private referral services that 

share fees with their lawyer members.  After attempts to correct growing problems 

with such services by rule amendments, the Florida Supreme Court most recently  

noted in addressing a recent Bar proposal that “[t]he dangers that non-lawyer-

owned, for-profit referral services pose to members of the public — who may be 

especially vulnerable after they suffer an injury, or when they face a legal matter 

that they never anticipated — leads us to conclude that much stricter regulations 

upon lawyer referral services are required than those proposed by The Bar” 

(emphasis provided).  The Court did not recommend that such referrals be banned, 

as they are in many states.  It recommended that if such referral services are to be 

accepted, they must at least be owned or operated by Florida Lawyers. Obviously 

this was intended to provide some protection to the public and to potential clients 

by placing such operations within the jurisdiction of the Florida Supreme Court. 

 

The Florida Bar has “thumbed its nose” at the Court’s suggestion and, 

instead of proposing “stricter regulations,” has proposed radically loosened 

regulations. 

 

What Does The Bar Say Make Things Better for the Public? 

 

 First, The Bar apparently agrees that all the current protection of the justice 

system and the public regarding the referral of a case from one lawyer to another 

are needed and should be retained.  If a lawyer refers a contingency fee case to 

another lawyer, The Bar proposes and advocates no changes at all.  It champions, 

however, far less regulation when a private, non-lawyer owned, operated, or 

managed business does the same thing.  Respectfully, there should be no difference 

between a business that refers a case and a lawyer and why The Bar would want to 

restrict a lawyer’s conduct and not the same conduct of a private business doing 

the same thing is baffling. 

 

 Second, The Bar nevertheless proposes a way to legitimize and, perhaps (as 

seen by the public), even endorse, the activities of privately owned for-profit 

businesses which claim that they are “qualified” to “match” the needs of members 
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of the public with lawyers who pay them to find clients.  The public unknowingly 

may believe that there is some “magic” formula or algorithm in place to 

accomplish the “matching” and perhaps would be quite surprised to know that the 

only true expertise a member lawyer has with respect to the client’s legal concern 

is that the lawyer to whom she is being “matched” pays a monthly fee to the 

referring business to promote the lawyer online.   

 

 Third, The Bar does nothing to bring these private businesses, located almost 

anywhere, under the jurisdiction of the Court.  There is no requirement that these 

businesses be located in Florida, registered to do business in Florida, or even 

submit to the jurisdiction of Florida Courts if a client wants to show that the 

activities of the business were misleading, or fraudulent or the lawyer to whom he 

was “matched” had no true qualifications, expertise or competence.  The Bar 

proposes nothing the business “matching” clients with lawyers to do anything 

whatsoever to determine whether the lawyer with whom a client is matched is even 

minimally qualified beyond the lawyer’s ability to pay a fee to the business.  That 

lapse does nothing to protect the interests of Florida citizens seeking legal advice 

and, indeed, is an obvious example of the real potential that clients can be harmed 

without recourse when their search for a lawyer begins, as it now so often does, 

from the Google search page.  

 

 Fourth, if the “matching” and advertising businesses do act in a misleading 

or fraudulent manner, the only result proposed by The Bar is that the lawyer 

involved is prohibited to continue relations with the firm.  Of course, this 

completely ignores the client who has been harmed in his or her search for legal 

services.  His ability to bring an action against the business that wrongfully 

referred him to others for legal services will most certainly be harmed by the 

absence of the business from Florida, venue selection, choice of law, and damage 

limitation provisions that will most certainly be found in the fine print of the 

“terms of services” pages.  The Bar argues, however, that to require a Florida 

Lawyer to own or operate a “qualifying” provider, might allow “an unscrupulous 

referral service to hide behind the lawyer.”  It suggests that the public might be 

harmed by believing the “services are more regulated based on ownership” by a 

lawyer.  That, of course, is the point: the services would and could and should be 

more closely regulated when owned by a lawyer.  It is that very regulation that 

protects the public and it is indeed a surprise that The Bar would want to abandon 

that protection in favor of private, non-Florida business interests. 
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Some Questions The Bar Should Answer 

 

The Bar has developed a series of “Questions and Answers” to support its 

referral of legal services proposal and they are included in the documents filed with 

the Court.  The questions, however, are questions presented and framed as 

questions that might be asked by a Florida lawyer, or even by a Florida judge, in 

evaluating the proposal.  The Bar should, instead, answer questions that a Floridian 

searching for legal services would ask. These questions, posed by those the rules 

are designed to protect – non-lawyers in need of legal services, come to mind: 

 

“Who “qualifies” the company that I contact to find a lawyer? 

 

How do I know the company or the lawyer is qualified?  

 

How am I matched with a qualified lawyer?  

 

If the lawyer with whom I am matched makes a mistake, can I get my 

money back?  If the lawyer the company sent me to hurts me, is the 

company responsible?   

 

Is the company getting paid to find me a lawyer and how are they paid? 

 

Why is there only one lawyer listed where I live?  Are other lawyers 

available for me to be matched with? 

 

What if the lawyer I am sent to wants to refer me to another lawyer and that 

lawyer makes a mistake? 

 

What do I need to tell the company about my case to be sure he selects the 

right lawyer to match me with?  Will that be secret?  Is it protected by the 

attorney client privilege as if I was seeking legal help from a lawyer 

directly? 

 

If I don’t like the lawyer I am sent to, will I be provided another lawyer for 

my case?  Can I ask the company to find me someone else?  

 

How many proposed lawyers should I have provided to me so I can pick the 

best one?  
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Has the company verified that the information provided on the site about the 

lawyer I am matched with is accurate? 

 

What features of my case must “match” the ability of the proposed lawyer?  

 

When the proposal was first submitted to the Board, the rules needed to 

discard the phrase “lawyer referral service” because “For –profit lawyer referral 

services are prohibited in many states, so being considered a ‘lawyer referral 

service’ creates issues for some entities that operate nationwide.” Perhaps what 

should be asked is why other states prohibit such referral services, and whether 

The Bar’s proposal addresses the problems encountered in those states. 

 

Which state law or what state agency will govern and regulate businesses 

operating elsewhere and owned by people and businesses from unknown places if 

they operate in violation of such laws? Will fine print on a page buried in the for-

profit business Internet advertising be permitted to restrict a Florida citizen from 

bringing suit in Florida?  Will the Florida client with a Florida legal problem be 

required to resolve any dispute with the business or the matched lawyer in Alaska 

or only before some administrative board of the business?  

 

What About The Lawyers? 

 

 The third goal above recognizes the problems involving the business 

practice of almost all non-governmental lawyers.  Even lawyer employees of larger 

law firms are at least indirectly affected by The Bars proposal. 

 

 Whether it is called “fee sharing” or “fee splitting” or a “referral fee,” the 

issue is narrowed to how much a client pays for the service of the lawyer selected? 

From the lawyer’s perspective, it often involves how much money the lawyer can 

spend to get a client, and that question obviously involves how much the client 

must pay the lawyer to get representation.  

  While this proposal may in some cases benefit law firms which can 

financially afford to purchase the “services” of these out-of-state non-lawyer 

businesses, what about the lawyer whose practice is such that he cannot afford to 

compete with large or wealthy firms to “buy” the services of “qualifying 

providers” to get business.  I assume that “qualifying providers,” as profit driven 

entities, will be driven to “provide” their service only if the volume is enough for 

them to make a profit. The sole practitioner from rural Florida or even the small 
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firm from a more populated area won’t be the lawyers solicited for business by 

profit making client finders. 

The Bar proposal requires a Florida lawyer to fully investigate and monitor 

the activities of a non-lawyer business. The additional survey and monitoring of 

these non-lawyer private businesses as required by The Bar’s proposal will be 

difficult or even impossible for small firms.  The required investigation and 

monitoring by a small firm with ten potential new clients a year would be quite 

different for a firm with several offices and perhaps thousands of new clients a 

year.  As a result, either the lawyer must forgo the possibility of using one of these 

“client getting” businesses, or do a less than complete job of investigation and 

monitoring.  

Some Comments Via the ABA 

 

The American Bar Association (ABA) has been studying what they call 

“Alternative Business Structures” (ABS) for some time.  It is a complicated subject 

but one of the major issues is whether, or to what extent, non-lawyer businesses 

should be allowed to provide legal advice and services, and if so, how could they 

be regulated.   

A recent article from the ABA Journal on-line service shows clearly that the 

issue within the ABA still is active, even though the ABA recently confirmed that 

the ABA policy remained as being “against law-firm ownership by non-lawyers or 

the prohibition on lawyers sharing fees with non-lawyers.” The article can be 

found at: 

http://www.abajournal.com/legalrebels/article/william_hubbard_profile 

Conclusion 

 

The recent withdrawal of The Bar’s proposal regarding Reciprocity was 

driven to some extent by the concern expressed by many that the proposal would 

favor increased non-lawyer involvement in the practice of law.  The Bar’s current 

proposal regarding lawyer referral services raise in many respects the precise same 

issues and should be rejected.  The Court should not adopt rules favorable to the 

concept of non-lawyer relationships in the practice of law being acceptable without 

the Court having the power to regulate the business.   

 An even general reading of the proposed changes will hopefully generate an 

immediate negative reaction.  A careful reading of the details and considering the 

arguments should confirm that a rejection of the proposal is required.  It might 

http://www.abajournal.com/legalrebels/article/william_hubbard_profile
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even stimulate consideration of suggestions by many that the Florida Bar has lost 

its way and is concentrating more on the business of lawyers making money than 

on The Bar’s responsibility to protect the justice system first, the public second, 

and the lawyers only if the first two are not endangered.1  

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 I HEREBY CERTIFY that on September 9, 2016, I electronically filed the 

foregoing with the Clerk of the Florida Supreme Court by using the Florida Courts E-

Filing Portal which will send a notice of electronic filing and that a true and correct 

copy of the foregoing has been furnished by U.S. Mail to:  John F. Harkness, Jr., 

Executive Director of The Florida Bar, 651 E. Jefferson Street, Tallahassee, 

Florida 32399-2300. 

 s/ Bill Wagner             

Bill Wagner 

Florida Bar No.:  083998 

601 Bayshore Boulevard, Suite 910 

Tampa, FL 33606 

Telephone:  (813) 225-4000 

Facsimile:    (813) 225-4010  

E-mail:  BillWagner@WagnerLaw.com  

     Angela@WagnerLaw.com 

 

CERTIFICATE OF TYPE SIZE AND STYLE 

 I certify that this document is typed in 14 point times New Roman Regular 

type. 

s/ Bill Wagner             

Bill Wagner 

Florida Bar No.:  083998 

 

                                                           
1 See, Business Is Not the Business of The Florida Bar; Florida Bar Journal, Sept. 

Oct. 2016, Page 7, and referenced web page www.tinyurl.com/hf8l4gz  
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